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 1.    Reference
-   This compliance list is derived from EASA Part-SPA Supart L SPA.SET-IMC.110 Equipment requirements. The relevant basic regulation (current issue) applies accordingly
 2.    Introduction
-   In commercial air transport (CAT) operations, single-engined turbine aeroplanes shall only be operated at night or in IMC if the operator has been granted a SET-IMC approval by 
    the competent authority. Therefore, aircraft may be imported, transfered or operated in Switzerland, provided it can be shown that the aircraft conforms to EASA Air Operations 
    Regulation Annex V - SPA Specific Approvals, in particular SPA.SET-IMC. Please bear in mind, that besides the pertinent equipment requirements imposed by 
    SPA.SET-IMC.110, the approval is subject to further operational conditions required by SPA.SET.IMC.105
 3.         Purpose
         -   The intent of this compliance list is to ensure that an aircraft to be operated commercially  has been examined by the operator and is considered in conformity with the above 
             mentioned requirements. The text of the corresponding requirement (LH Column) has been shortened and should be used for reference only. 
 4.         Applicability
         -   Import of new or used aircraft, export or dry lease-in of used aircraft, change of operator or new operation under AOC within Switzerland.
             For all operators / holders of aircraft operated commercially.
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General
SPA.SET-IMC.110 Equipment requirements for SET-IMC operations
5.         Completion
-   Note 1: Each relevant box to be completed with a cross (X). In principle, all SET-IMC paragraphs are applicable. However, if the relevant SPA.SET-IMC paragraph - for what ever 
                 reason -  is not applicable to the present aircraft registration, complete column N/A (Not Applicable) with a cross (X);
-   Note 2: Add STC number (i.e. STC 12345-LA);
-   Note 3: Add reference of service publication and revision number or revision date (i.e. SB 25-123 Rev. 2);
-   Note 4: If Note 2 and Note 3 not applicable add references of other compliance documents (i.e. Mod. 6789).
-   Note 5: The symbols " > ", "<" and " ≤ " are used to substitute the specifications "more than" (>), "less than" (<) and "less or  equal than" (≤). The replaced words are primarily   
                 relating to size indications.
Submit form to:         Federal Office of Civil Aviation
                         Safety Division Aircraft - Airworthiness
                         P.O. Box 41
                         8058 Zurich Airport
Applicant details
1         Applicant
1.1      Operator / Aircraft registration
2         Aircraft 
2.3      Serial No. / Year of manufacture
2.2      Manufacturer and type designation
HB-
2.5      TCDS No. Aircraft / Engine / Propeller
2.4      Max Take-off Mass / MAPSC / MOPSC / Cabin config 
*MAPSC:   Maximum Approved Passenger Seating Capacity (defined by type design)
**MOPSC:  Maximum Operated Passenger Seating Capacity
Declaration of Compliance  
Requirement satisfied
through embodiment of 
manufacturer service 
publications (Service 
Bulletins, Service 
Changes, etc.)
(Note 3)
Other
(Note 4)
Requirement satisfied 
through type design as 
specified in Type 
Certificate Data Sheet 
(TCDS) 
(Note 1)
Requirement satisfied 
through Supplemental 
Type Certificate (STC) 
process
(Note 2)
Requirement
satisfied
(Note 1-4)
N/A
YES
EASA OPS Requirement
SPA.SET-IMC  - Aeroplanes used for SET-IMC operations shall be 
                           equipped with all the following equipment:
SPA.SET-IMC 
(a)   two separate electrical generating systems, each one capable of 
       supplying adequate power to all essential flight instruments, 
       navigation systems and aeroplane systems required for continued 
       flight to the destination or alternate aerodrome;
(b)  two attitude indicators, powered from independent sources;
Means of  Compliance
(c)   for passenger operations, a shoulder harness or a safety belt with 
       a diagonal shoulder strap for each passenger seat;
(d)  airborne weather-detecting equipment;
(e)  in a pressurised aeroplane, sufficient supplemental oxygen for all 
       occupants to allow descent, following engine failure at the maximum 
       certificated cruising altitude, at the best range gliding speed and in 
       the best gliding configuration, assuming the maximum cabin leak 
       rate, until sustained cabin altitudes below 13 000 ft are reached;
(f)   an area navigation system capable of being programmed with the 
       positions of landing sites and providing lateral guidance to the flight 
       crew to reach those sites;
(g)  a radio altimeter;
(h)  a landing light, capable of illuminating the touchdown point on the 
       power-off glide path from 200 ft away;
Declaration of Compliance  
Requirement satisfied
through embodiment of 
manufacturer service 
publications (Service 
Bulletins, Service 
Changes, etc.)
(Note 3)
Other
(Note 4)
Requirement satisfied 
through type design as 
specified in Type 
Certificate Data Sheet 
(TCDS) 
(Note 1)
Requirement satisfied 
through Supplemental 
Type Certificate (STC) 
process
(Note 2)
Requirement
satisfied
(Note 1-4)
N/A
YES
EASA OPS Requirement
SPA.SET-IMC  - Aeroplanes used for SET-IMC operations shall be 
                           equipped with all the following equipment:
SPA.SET-IMC 
       (1)  the essential flight and area navigation instruments during 
             descent from maximum operating altitude after engine failure;
Means of  Compliance
       (2)  the means to provide for one attempt to restart the engine;
       (3)  if appropriate, the extension of landing gear and flaps;
       (4)  the use of the radio altimeter throughout the landing approach;
       (5)  the landing light;
       (6)  one pitot heater;
       (7)  if installed, the electrical means to give sufficient protection 
             against impairment of the pilot's vision for landing;
(i)    an emergency electrical supply system of sufficient capacity and 
       endurance capable of providing power, following the failure of all 
       generated power, to additional loads necessary for all of the 
       following:
(j)    an ignition system that activates automatically, or is capable of 
       being operated manually, for take-off, landing, and during flight, in v
       isible moisture;
(k)   a means of continuously monitoring the power train lubrication 
       system to detect the presence of debris associated with the 
       imminent failure of a drivetrain component, including a flight crew 
       compartment caution indication;
I herewith confirm correctness of the EASA (EU) 2018/1139,  EASA Air Operations Regulation Annex V - SPA Specific Approvals, in particular SPA.SET-IMC Compliance List and 
accept that any false claims identified by FOCA during their subsequent inspection may lead to legal action.
Applicant's Statement
Signature
Evaluation completed
AWI
Date
Sign
FOCA
This EASA SPA.SET-IMC compliance statement relevant to Aircraft operated in accordance to Commercial Air Transport, only attests compliance with the pertinent technical aspects. The finally registered privileges are subject to additional operational conditions granted by the relevant OPS department Flight Operations
Signature
*Chief Flight Ops
Name
Name
Declaration of Compliance  
Requirement satisfied
through embodiment of 
manufacturer service 
publications (Service 
Bulletins, Service 
Changes, etc.)
(Note 3)
Other
(Note 4)
Requirement satisfied 
through type design as 
specified in Type 
Certificate Data Sheet 
(TCDS) 
(Note 1)
Requirement satisfied 
through Supplemental 
Type Certificate (STC) 
process
(Note 2)
Requirement
satisfied
(Note 1-4)
N/A
YES
EASA OPS Requirement
SPA.SET-IMC  - Aeroplanes used for SET-IMC operations shall be 
                           equipped with all the following equipment:
SPA.SET-IMC 
(l)    an emergency engine power control device that permits continuing 
       operation of the engine at a sufficient power range to safely 
       complete the flight in the event of any reasonably probable failure 
       of the fuel/energy control unit.
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